
Workshop Companion Guide
Episode VIII: Get Editing

What we cover in this episode

In this episode, we take you through some best practice tips and tricks for editing your film with Adobe Premiere 
Pro, how to assemble a cohesive film out of clips you’ve shot; your different editing software options, plus the 
pros and cons for each. We also watch the 2019 Best Editing winning film, Clone by Jacob Shrimpton. 

• Your software options 
o Da Vinci Resolve 
o iMovie 
o Adobe Premiere Pro

• Setting up your workspace 
o Creating a new project (and the default settings) 
o Familiarising yourself with the workspace

• Structuring your film 
o Labelling and organising all your footage in the clip bin 
o Sequencing your footage on the timeline and edit out if you  can hear ‘action’ or ‘cut’ 
o Removing any footage that you decide the film doesn’t need

• Using Transitions and cuts
o Deciding how you want to move from clip to clip
o How different effects and transitions affect the pacing of your film

• Adding text on screen
o Creatively decide where to display your film’s name: at the beginning, after the first scene, or at the 

end 
• Creativity in the edit 

o Experimenting with different effects for visuals and sound
o How effects should serve your storytelling goals 

• How to export
o Tips on how to the best export settings so your film looks its best on the big screen!
o Back up and save your project. Then, save again!

Discussion leaders

Topics for individual and group discussion:  

• Software options: Have you ever used any editing software? If so, which software?  What did you think of it?
• Using transitions and cuts: Do you prefer the style of lots of cuts and transitions in films, or minimal cuts and 

longer takes? Why? Experiment with pacing – use quick cuts to make your film faster and longer transitions to 
slow things down.

• Creativity in the edit: There are two styles of effects found in movies and TV: effects that are added during 
editing, called visual effects, and effects that are created during the film shoot (most likely using camera 
angles and props) called practical effects. Can you list a few examples of when you would see a practical 
effect or a visual effect?

Activities

• Label the windows in Adobe Premiere Pro with how they’re used. You’ll find all pieces for this activity in the 
Episode VIII Activity Sheet. 

• Match the shortcut key with its function!  
• Watch a movie! See if you can identify any of the transitions or effects we talked about in this episode. 



Workshop Activity Worksheet 
Episode VIII: Get Editing

Activity 1: Name the highlighted windows in the below screenshot 
of Adobe Premiere Pro

Source 
Monitor

Library/Clip bin TimelineProgram 
Monitor

Razor Tool

Activity 2: Match the key with its shortcut! 

Space bar

C
- +

T

V

Play/Pause

Text Tool

Zoom in/out

Effects

Move one frame at a time

Select Tool

Activity 3: Watch a movie! See if you can identify any of the 
transitions or effects we talked about in this episode.



Setting up your workspace

We recommend sticking with all the default settings, in most software – they were made the defaults 

for good reason!

Clip Bin:

• Drag and drop files into the clip bin from your computer – these can be music, video, images or 

sound effects.

• Rename clips so they are easier to find and work with.

Source Monitor:

• Watch raw footage before adding to your film and organise clips for easier editing.

• Use I and O on your keyboard while selecting the moment on your clip that you want to start 

and end on – I for IN as in start and O for Out as in end. You will see the selected section 

highlighted blue.

Timeline:

• Drag clips onto the timeline in the order you want to see them appear in your film.

• As you move through the footage, you’ll be able to work on different parts of your film.

• Zooming in will help you work on fine details – zoom with + and – on your keyboard.

Program Monitor:

• Where you can watch your film from the timeline (with all your changes made, as opposed to 

the source monitor which is your raw footage).

• This displays in low res, so don’t worry, your film will look much better after exporting!

• Hit play with the play button or by hitting spacebar!

Effects Panel:

• All software comes with different preset effects.

• Add video and audio effects and browse templates for titles.

Shortcuts:

• You can click on the buttons with your mouse on screen (see screenshot below), however we 

recommend slowly starting to learn to use shortcuts to speed up and simplify your editing!



Structure and Sequence

Step 1: Rough Sequence:

• Drag clips (or use in and out points from the source monitor) onto the timeline in 

the correct order.

• Trim away the beginning and end of clips (where you can hear action and cut) 

and just keep the take, or what’s in the script.

Step 2: Get Ruthless:

• Use + and - to zoom in, so you can work on the finer details.

• Drag on the end of a clip to trim away unnecessary footage.

• You can also switch to the razor tool (C on your keyboard), and split the clip 

where you want it to start, and just delete the clip you don’t want in your film.

Transitions & Cuts

• Transitions such as dip to black are usually used to tell the audience 

that the location or time has changed.

• A cut just means leaving the clips to automatically play one after the 

other - no effect needed.

• Cut ‘on the action’ means finding beats such as movement or 

dialogue to go from clip to clip. For example, Clone cuts ‘on the 

action’ when the character swings the video game remote.



• Using a template to add credits is a really great idea, as they have many different 

styles that will match the theme of your film, like a sci fi might use zooming text 

across screen!

• You’ll notice the ‘Effects Control Tab’ is in the same window as the ‘Source Monitor’ 

– just click the tabs at the top of the window to switch between the two!

• Save your film very frequently while you work on it and save a backup!

• Your film will only export if the timeline is highlighted with a blue outline, make sure you’ve 

clicked on the timeline with your mouse before going to export.

• Leave at least a day between exporting and any deadlines for your film, such as competitions 

and screenings. This is this stage where you’ll need to troubleshoot, or where things might 

take longer than predicted. Play it safe!

Exporting

Getting Creative

Titles and Credits


